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You'll never find an easier, more efficient, and more focused way to ace the histology-related

questions on the USMLE and course examinations than the USMLE Road Map. Designed to

provide maximum learning in minimum time, this USMLE Road Map offers a concise, creative, and

well-illustrated new approach to mastering histology Ideal for USMLE preparation and course

review, the streamlined, easy-to-follow hierarchical outline format guides students through the most

important aspects of each topic. The text is extensively illustrated to convey difficult-to-understand

concepts. Clinical correlations, numerous tables and charts, and USMLE-style questions in clinical

vignette format help students evaluate their strengths and weaknesses.
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REVIEWS/USMLE/Histology USMLE ROAD MAP: HISTOLOGY HAROLD J. SHEEDLO, PhD THE

EXPRESS ROUTE TO USMLE EXCELLENCE IN HISTOLOGY Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ HIGH YIELD Ã¢â‚¬Â¢

ILLUSTRATED Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ USMLE SHORTCUTS Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ You'll never find an easier, more

efficient, and more focused way to ace the histology-related questions on the USMLE and course

examinations than the USMLE Road Map. Designed to provide maximum learning in minimum time,

this USMLE Road Map offers a concise, creative, and well-illustrated new approach to mastering

histology. The right way - the right questions - the right results Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ USMLE SHORTCUTS lead

to effective USMLE preparation Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ OUTLINE FORMAT guides you through the most

important areas in histology Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ HIGH-YIELD FACTS promote comprehension and recall



Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ TWO-COLOR FORMAT AND ILLUSTRATIONS make essential concepts easy to

understand and remember Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ LEARNING TIPS AND TRICKS are garnered from years of

interactions with students just like you Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ CLEAR EXPLANATIONS are made by instructors

with the experience to know the questions you would ask GUIDEPOSTS TO UNDERSTANDING

Follow these road signs for a well-organized, student-friendly, and clearly illustrated review of

histology! [Shield] Clinical Correlations link a topic to its clinical applications and illuminate the

relationship between basic science and clinical practice [octagon] Clinical Problems build on the

basic concepts and offer valuable practice for the USMLE and course examinations [triangle]

Explanations of Answers provide the Ã¢â‚¬Å“whysÃ¢â‚¬Â• to pinpoint your strengths and

weaknesses Use with these books Jungueira: Basic Histology: Text and Atlas, 2005 0071440917

Harold J. Sheedlo, PhD Department of Pathology and Anatomy Division of Cell Biology and

Genetics University of North Texas Health Science Center

Good book for reviewing histology important concepts. Not that good if you are looking for more

specific details.

Just what I expected

good book for review before exams

The product came as expected no hassle at all.

Great! Especially for TCOM students!

I haven't finished reading this book, yet. And I haven't taken the step 1 exam, either. However, I

really like this book. So I will write a brief review now. Be the first that I can be. ;)The best part about

the road map books is that it has clinical correlations. And I am surprised that there can be so many

clinical correlations from the beginning of the first charpter. It is like a short review for pathology at

the same time. And because of that, it made reading much more interesting than just reading basic

concepts which can get boring quickly. I also like the format and wording. I just finished reading the

high yield immunology, that one was so hard to read because those two authors tend to write long

sentences without any coommas. This author's wording is short and easy to understand.One thing



that this book needs to improve is to get more pictures. After all, it is a histology book.

I used this book as an MS1 and it got me through class- now I am going back and using it for a

quick read in my Board review. Although I haven't taken the Boards yet, I believe this is the book to

have for this subject. I also own the High Yield Histo but it lacks detail and BRS is way too thick to

go through it for reviewing a low yield subject like Histo.If you do have the time BRS would be better

but if you are like me and running out time fast- then stick to Road MapsThe above was my review

prior to the Boards. Now looking back i stand by it. Histo is not a very high yield subject. So just pop

this book open for two full days of studying for the Board and move on to a more significat subject

such as path (which is at least 60-70% of the exam)

fast shipping. It's an awesome product! Tried it immediately after I received it. The package is so

pretty as well! so good . Nice and valuable. i need it ,
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